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About This Content

The Electro-Motive 2,500-horsepower GP35 was a railroading success story, with more than 1,300 of the locomotives sold to 40
original railroad buyers during its 1963-1966 production run. When the GP35 debuted, it represented the latest in Electro-

Motive’s extraordinarily successful line of four-axle (B-B) “GP” (“general purpose”) diesel road-switchers.

The list of GP35 customers read much like a railroading “who’s who” of the time, and among the railroads which purchased the
landmark diesel was the Western Pacific, which between 1963 and 1965 acquired 22 of the versatile freight-service diesels.

Western Pacific’s GP35s were originally dressed in WP’s eye-catching “Zephyr” silver and orange livery. Following the
discontinuance of the California Zephyr in 1970, the Western Pacific adopted a new green color scheme. In 1980, most of the
WP GP35s were rebuilt by Morrison Knudsen and soon thereafter joined the Union Pacific roster when WP was merged into

UP.

Created by DTM, the Train Simulator Western Pacific GP35 is an authentic re-creation of this landmark locomotive and
includes the WP GP35 in its original stylish silver and orange livery and in the WP’s 1970/80s green livery, making the
locomotive suited to service across several decades on the WP’s Feather River Canyon route. The GP35 features highly

authentic controls and operating features, as well as details specific to the WP locomotives. The Western Pacific GP35 add-on
pack also includes WP 50-foot boxcars and three-bay covered hoppers and four career scenarios for the Train Simulator Feather

River Canyon route.
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Included Scenarios

Four career scenarios for the Feather River Canyon route (available separately) feature challenging mainline freight and
switching duties:

Quincy Switcherman

Descending to Kramm

Finishing the Trip

Local to Crescent Mills

Please Note: The Feather River Canyon Route Add-On is required, as a separate purchase, in order to play the scenarios
featured in this add-on.

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

Western Pacific Electro-Motive GP35 diesel road-switcher

Original “Zephyr” silver-and-orange and WP green GP35 liveries

Realistic locomotive controls and operating features

Authentic Western Pacific details

Western Pacific 50-foot boxcar (two versions)

Western Pacific three-bay covered hopper (two versions)

Four career scenarios for the Feather River Canyon Route (available separately)

Quick Drive compatible

Download size: 93.7 MB
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great puzzles!. Nice, simple platformer with gradual difficulty curve that can be alleviated by occasionally finding or buying
health upgrades. Also the general tone of the game is consistent. If you're interested in making a platformer as well this is a good
game to study.. I'm really happy I took a chance and bought this game, it has a solid combat foundation involving more than just
button mashing.
Also regarding the combat, it's everything I would expect a game like "Mark of the Ninja" to be like if the focus was on action
instead of stealth.
The game seems to be divided into "World Areas" that have 5 sections sort of like Super Mario Bros. (1-1 to 1-5) with a boss to
beat at the end.

Now as much as I love the combat, I'm very aware the rest of the game is still a work in progress in it's Alpha state but I went
into this expecting that.
Primarily the English grammar dialogue conversations still has many errors and I've only seen up to "World Area 2-2" so far.

If I were a game designer in another life, this would be the sort of game theme / combat that I would make. I wish this developer
success completing their vision for this game.. They kicked Donald Trump out of real estate, now he's kicking Mexicans out of
the states.. Another game that came out around the time of the "Space builder games will be the next big thing!" however, this
game is the worst of the worst of them. It looks like crap, plays like crap... and is considered "Full release". It's a -sad- game that
shouldn't exist here, but... does.

Safe yourself some money and get something better, like Space Engineers or Empyrion. This game is ridiculous.. yelling,
arguing,
friendships being ruined,
relationships being ended.

Best. Game. Ever. 10 out of 10 would yell at my friends again.. There is absolutely no reason to play this game on PC if you
have played the original Anomaly. Mobile games usually not suited for mouse+keyboard and this one is no exception.. Cute
game. Needs an easy mode for noobs.... Far too simple at the moment. Had hoped for a .. little more. Like the camera moving
about. Trees moving. Anything.

Now it just two static scenes with some really minor movement in them.

If that's all you're looking for then fine, buy it. If you expect something pretty to look at, wait for something else.. Great Series
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This game is not ready yet to be even in the testing mod, let alone being offered for money. Feels like somebody's college credit
project. Don't waste your money people.. Fun game, even if just playing wiht bots still managed to have fun :)). Would
reccomend for anyone. Just needs more players and the game would be more fun. Possibly do a free weekend or lower the price
a little, just some general feedback. :)). Very funny little game with a lovely artstyle!. Okay game. Nice controls. Reads controls
well. Skip dialogue is good. I recommend.. So I thought there would at least be a story line of some sort, but no you just play
through several levels and thats it. mobs are not hard and the puzzles if you can call them that get really repetitive.

That said its really short and easy to complete so if you want to add another 100% completed game to your list go for it.. A good
time waster if nothing else, but I really don't think it's worth the money. There are a lot of better games for free on Newgrounds
and other sites, so I don't think this is worth it.. It seems like it was trying really hard to be Culdcept, but it just didn't quite
make it. The content is pretty minimal, but I expected that from an early access game. The main issue is that the core gameplay
is very similar to Culdcept, but it lacks the depth that made those games fun (cards and spaces don't have suits, the decks are
much smaller, a card's attack is the same as it's defence, etc.). The only area where it matches Culdcept is in quality of the
writing. Which is terrible.

Overall, I'm kinda disappointed. If they add a TON of content it might have some charm, but the gaps in the core game design
are almost too big to fill with fluff. I don't hate it, but it left me even more bummed out that no one has made a decent Culdcept
port/copy.

Suggestions for the dev team:
-Add multiplayer support
-Add a card trading mechanic (I feel like I shouldn't have to say this)
-Get a native English speaker to do the writing for you
-Go replay Culdcept and copy it better. **Update:** It's been a few months and while I don't use this often, I haven't had any
issues whatsoever unlike many others seem to be experiencing. Sure, there's a bit of a learning curve to understand how
everything works but I pretty much had it figured out without any reference material within an hour. I like having my webcam
& vive cam active while I'm working with 2-4 other windows up (just because) and it's never crashed on me even with a lot of
resource intensive processes running.

If the devs are still working on this, one thing I would love is a choice of environments like Bigscreen and the new Steam VR
home environment. And I have had some minor issues finding the right resolution to ensure readable text but I think some of
these people just haven't bothered tweaking settings outside of Dreamdesk to get things working to their liking.

***Original comments***
I'm giving this a thumbs up solely for the fact that its the first semi-usable desktop client I've been able to find for my GS63VR.
Bigscreen is my goto for desktop usage but for mobility purposes I opted for a laptop and have been looking for some way to
browse the internet mid-VR sessions without having to take off my Vive. It's absolutely not worth $40 in it's current state but I
will come back to it from time to time with the hope that the devs don't just get lazy and abandon it; Because while it's not
particularly great or even very good yet, the potential is there and even some minor tweaks would make this a viable option for
laptop VR usage.. not bad good game when i playing i thinked i was playing contra XD very good !
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